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About This Game

Sunburnt is a multiplayer zombie survival game where guns WON’T help you! Zombie outbreaks have struck the country, and
only a few humans have survived. Conventional weapons have little effect on the dead but they have a weakness…

Light and intensely painful sunburns!

In ‘Survival Mode’ players will fight alone or together at night against waves of zombies. Days are safe & short, once the sun
rises players have a limited time to loot the map for weapons/items to help them survive the looming darkness which awaits

them.
Make a stand and fight for as long as you can, competing with friends for the best score.
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Current game features

 Fully functional 5 player multiplayer support.

 Lobby with server settings, quick game with search filters and Steam integration.

 Town center map with all accessible buildings and many lootable containers.

 Evolving day/night wave system that makes the game more challenging with every wave, throwing hundreds of zombies
at you.

 Intricate zombie AI with line of sight, hearing and horde behaviour.

 Intuitive player, weapon and container inventory systems.

 Various light based weapons with different powers and rarity levels.

 Thought out item spawn system with logical spawn locations for specific items.

 Cooperative gameplay with player revive and kill assist systems.

 UI with item highlight, hints and menu systems.

 Full Xbox controller gamepad support.

 Some other fun surprises.

Planned game features

 More maps (various town areas such as suburbia, train station/depot and others).

 More light based weapons, traps and other items.

 Air drops.

 Stand-Off locations.

 In game merchant offering rare items and services in exchange for points/credits you have accumulated throughout the
game session.

 A campaign game mode where the survivors will have to complete objectives in order to be rescued and escape with
their lives.

 Mechanics polish and overall performance improvements.

 More zombie types and behaviors.

 More playable characters.

 Steam achievements

 Leaderboards
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Title: Sunburnt
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
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Publisher:
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Would've liked it if it would have been at least an Audio Book with a nice narrator-voice. Its not so much interactive and story is
not very deep. As a lil personal project it's okay, but would not recommend it to anyone.. worth it just like ark but less flyers and
less time consuming on breeding since animals aren't that important in a raid :D. IMHO, many web-based airline tycoon games
are much better than this. In this game you have a very limited option.. Short but quite fun! The sprite and background qualities
aren't quite what I'd like, and the translation is adequate but contains many slight mistakes. The story isn't perfect, and the paths
fairly cliched, but nonetheless very touching. Would recommend reading on new years for sure. My favourite part is probably
the CGs- they're gorgeous! Kinda odd improvement in quality compared to a fair bit of the game but hey no complaints here,
love them.

Small complaint considering it's just a short, one-off game, but the achievement appear to be broken? I assume 5 of them should
be for the main paths but I didn't seem to get any depsite reading all of them.. It's a good game don't get me wrong......but for
$19.99 it's lacking. I wish it had a mode that you could just be at the station and it would just generate missions. You just play
through the story line and that is it. Maybe I'm being too picky but def. try to get this game when it goes on sale, don't feel like I
quite got $20 worth. It's fun to play games like this when you do it in real life!!. The Ritual on Weylyn Island is a nice short but
sweet horror game.

You play as Moira Weylyn who’s Grandfather just passed away, she comes to his Island to be with family and to hear his last
will and testament. But not all is right on the Island and soon Moira will know why.

What I liked about this game.

Good atmosphere. Liked the voice acting even those some of it felt phoned in. tapes of the Grandfather were good. And I liked
the ending felt satisfactory.

Now what I did not like about it,

it was to short, I feel like it could have been a bit longer. Could have used more tapes, notes, and the like, maybe get to know the
family, what they like and don’t like.

Maybe add a little town you can go in. Maybe add a bit more family members.

But anyway praise for this game is a bit high, for a short game like this.

But still this was a good game and I would like a remake of this someday. Maybe give it to the people that made What Remains
of Edith Finch and this game would vary vary good.

So if you want a nice but short horror game. You won’t go wrong with this just maybe wait for it to be on sale before you get it.
. Hello, I am Boi LorX and boiiii this game is good.
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game does not want to start. Nice game but has potato graphics from 2001. Interesting a bit to hard for my gameplay. I dont like
the invasions.

There is nothing new, nothing clever nothing you havn't seen before.. Do not buy. It is broken.. Not worth the money
Graphics are poor
. this is surprizingly fun and relaxing :). Another wonderful masterpiece from Jackbox games. Taking the original first game
Drawful and add the support to make your own prompts and another colour to use and you got yourself Drawful 2.

With more funny and amazing prompts the fun gets exponentially higher as you design your own prompts and play with your
family and friends.. i walked alll the map and i don't found any thing. Your greatest enemies are fall damage and a difficult
terrian that makes falls more likely. The random room generation makes some enviroments difficult to climb and if you happen
to fall even a short distance you take damage. The lack of healing, the vast number of enemies with ranged attacks, and the
damage the character takes from failing a jump make the game far more difficult than it should be to be enjoyable. If you like
Dark Souls level difficulty, try this game on for size.
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